On a Landscape's Atmospheric Impact
Psycho-physiological measurements conducted at the Krimmler Waterfalls
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Introduction – Atmospheric Space

Landscape creates atmosphere – a quality distinct of a specific space. This space atmosphere quality
of a landscape not solely relies on its aesthetic effects but is complemented rather by its non-visible
vital fields. These subtle life energies of a space exist and influence the physical, emotional, and
mental state of humans.
How can we picture these invisible qualities, according to Teilhard de Chardin (1959) the noosphere of
landscape? From quantum physics we have known for some time that any body creates a field of
vibrations. Physicist Itzhak Bentov (1988, p 47) asserts that space "is a vibrating reality filled of sounds
of all kinds. A tangible reality exists only as long as there is movement."
Bohm (1985, p 31), furthermore, talks of an implicite order which connects matter with mind. In this
sense space possesses vital fields in its holographic appearance and thus creates an " … undivided
whole in flowing motion." Thus the physical landscape body is not a rigid material phenomenon but
rather a rhythmically vibrating organism which holds fields of information which in turn resonate with
humans' perception. Consequently the material and non-material space (space of consciousness)
establish a common base differing only in vibrational frequency which is transfered from non-visible to
visible space. The inherent idea shapes space. Therefor landscape can be considered a bearer of
information; information which impacts a person's mental and vital being and influences the state of a
space. Accordingly any space builds up a characteristic genius loci (spirit of space) of its own which is
expressed not only via aesthetics but also via its vital energy.
When taking a comparative cultural look at this topic we find terms which denote informational fields
as having bio-energetic effective qualities throughout the world. In far Eastern cultures as in China we
speak of Chi and Ki in Japan; it is Prana in India and Lung in Tibet. In Egypt there is the term Ka and
in Australia Guruwari. In our Western culture, terms for these vital fields have disappeared from
language usage over time and are found at best in historical discussions. Thus there is Wyda in Celtic;
Äther in Germanic and Pneuma in Classical Greek (Frohmann 2000, pp 39-41). Ancient wisdom which
is regaining topicality with the herein presented research results. Furthermore these historical
approaches contribute to the evergrowing discussion of how landscape can have a beneficial impact
on humans.
Current outer space research increasingly deals with the importance of health and landscape and
embraces an extensive range of research topics. It was in the 1990s that research of interdependent
influence of health and open space in the context of environmental protection and health enhancing
impact became more important (cp. e.g. Maller et al., 2006, pp45-54) – all under the heading of
„healthy people and healthy environment“. To date research continues to focus on the resources
water, climate, air quality, and others and how to reduce related illness inducing factors. A discourse
on how landscape has potential to enhance human wellbeing prophylactically is still underrepresented
particularly in the area of empirical research projects. The few exceptions which do exist can be found
mostly in Eastern Cultures; for example, the description of positive influences of Shinrin-yoku (staying
in forest landscapes) on health (cp. e.g. Morita et al., 2007; Tsunetsugu et. al., 2007); or in our areas
Moser et al. (2004) researched the physiological effect – depending on what time of the day it was – of
the air ions rich atmosphere of the Krimmler Waterfalls.
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Abraham et. al. (2007, pp 1-64) identify six components of landscape which have a wellness
enhancing effect on humans.
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•

The ecological component refers to the natural space qualities of a landscape and its
inherent therapeutic effect; its therapeutic effect contending that witnessing such a space
enhances a person's wellbeing (cp. St. Leger 2003, pp173-175).

•

With its various options of interaction in space the social component contributes to a
person's wellbeing (cp. Baum & Palmer 2002, pp351-361).

•

The educational component includes mostly a child's development on both the cognitive and
motoric level which is also influenced by the topographical shape of a landscape.

•

The physical component is closely related to the educational aspect and relates its
therapeutic potential to the mobility furthering factors of a landscape (cp. Powell 2005, pp 216217).

•

The aesthetical component focuses on experiencing the landscape with all senses and in
turn is connected to the natural space and cultivation aspects of a place. The therapeutic
effect lies in encountering a landscape's essence: its shape, colors, structures, and rhythms.

•

The enhancing effect on a person's wellbeing via the mental component of a landscape
relates to the restorative effect on the mind and the psyche when 'immersing' into a natural
space landscape.

Research focus and objective of the study

The main focus of the following research is on how vital fields of landscape space is perceived and the
effects this reception has on the emotional and physical wellbeing of humans.
The concrete objective was to analyze the effect of various landscape locations on the physical,
emotional, and mental wellbeing of humans with the means of heart frequency analysis and the Basel
Mood Inventory (see the chapter on Methodology).
Space is approached and perceived – as introduced above – beyond its mere aesthetic component.
Non-visible information of landscape is observed. The interdependence of space and human is
considered a field of resonance in this context – on the level of vital and emotional-mental dimensions.
Human-space relationship is reflected by the perception of space, the human thus becomes the actual
indicator for both perception and presentation of the impact of atmospheric space qualities. Perception
and senses researcher Scheurle (1977) defines this exchange of inner and outer factors as a dynamic
process and says: "There exists when experiencing with our senses a functional interchange of the
self and the realm of senses – similar to asking and answering – and it should be noted that the
perception of self and perception of the world keep exchanging places."
Tuning-in to experience the location in a contemplative way allows a more profound encounter with
space and the perception of self is enhanced by the landscape. Via this personal experience of space
the landscape gains influence on the individual mood of a person and thus develops its therapeutic
qualities. With eyes closed the holistic perception of the subtle information the landscape holds is
received more easily and is thence integrated into the emotional and physical experience of the
individual person. It is the contemplative approach to space which particularly supports the immediate
vital and emotional resonance of the chosen location. There is a conscious dissolving of the distance
between the object 'space' and the subject 'human' in order to enhance a meaningful communication
with landscape.
Researching atmospheric space effects is fundamental research which – in combination with the cited
methods – treads on scientific uncharted areas. It can be said that the significant results of the named
advance study reaffirm the relevance of this research endeavor.
Aside from the scientific results this project can contribute to the field of landscape, land use planning,
open space design, and architecture – quality of design, choice of location – and furthermore can
contribute to effectively evaluating the qualities of location for therapeutic institutions such as hospitals
or rehabilitation centers and for aspects in recreation and tourism, e.g. experiencing nature and
landscape.
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Methodology

When dealing with the effect of atmospheric phenomena of landscape which go beyond the sensual
perception range of an individual it is common to speculate. Is there really an impact; and if yes, can
we prove the effects objectively? Even if proving space atmospheric phenomena in a scientifically
objective way is challenging, we do all know from our own experience that different locations impact
us in different ways. Moreover, this experience cannot be solely explained with external and physical
features. Thus it is the nature of the matter that empirical research which addresses emotionally
effective space phenomena will draw from the personal, i.e. subjective experience. For when the
separation of space (object) and human (subject) is not dissolved, the holistic impact of a landscape
can develop only partially. Thence the research approach is of natural scientific character and is
based on personal experience. Part of this process requires to find out the subjective perception of a
human and attempt to create objectivity via an intersubjective comparison. In our project at hand the
human serves as the indicator for ascertaining space qualities. In this manner the effect or rather the
psycho-physiological reaction of the cardiovascular system – the vegetative nervous system – and the
subjective perception – wellbeing – is observed (cp. as follows HRV and BBI).
3.1

Heart rate variability (HRV) as an indicator for the vegetative nervous system's activity

The heart rate is one of the most significant parameters of a complex control network featuring the
heart, circulation, respiration, body temperature, metabolism, and emotional influences. All this shapes
a heart rate's typical time structure which is measured in heart rate variability. In order to describe the
muscle tone, i.e. the activity, of the various branches of the autonomic – vegetative – nervous system
the modulations of the heart rate is analysed. Swift changes are attributed to the vagus nerve, which is
the main nerve of the parasympathetic part of the nervous system. The vagus is active in resting and
restorative states. The sympathicus nerve on the other hand is slow in comparison and becomes
active when a person readies to be active. To obtain HRV specific values the Task Force (1996)
suggests various evaluated methods. In this study the following HRV values are presented:
•
•

•

•

heart rate (HR): heart frequency is one of the most significant vegetative values as it varies
greatly with physical or emotional activity.
Quantifying the respiratory sinus arrhythmia (log RSA) was done by taking the mean of
consecutive absolute r-r interval differences (Moser et al., 1994, 1998). Respiratory sinus
arrhythmia is a measure for vagus nerve activity, i.e. the state of rest and restoration.
The pulse-respiration quotient (QPA) conveys how often the heart pulses during one
breathing cycle (relation of heart beats to breathing; coordination capacity). Particularly at
night and when resting a healthy person will achieve a ratio of 4:1 regardless of ergotropic
daytime conditions – which is when it can reach up to 22:1 (Hildebrandt et al, 1998).
total variability (lnTOT or SDNN): this parameter relates to the variability of the complete
range of frequency from 0.0033 – 0.5 Hertz (emotional responsiveness/Schwingungsfähigkeit,
vitality).

HeartMan (HeartBalance AG, Graz, CE0636) – a measuring device which provides high precision r-r
interval measurements – was used for this study. From these heart beat or r-r intervals various
parameters for heart frequency variability was calculated. This method of measuring is suited for
monitoring functional autonomic circulatory regulation in action. The measuring method used was
non-invasive and the device is approved as a medical product by CE guidelines.
HeartMan
High precision ECG recording
device which specializes on
monitoring
heart
frequency
variability.

www.heartbalance.com
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3.2

Mood Questionnaire (Basel Mood Inventory BBI)

The Basel Mood Inventory offers a standardized self rating inventory to measure the course of state of
mood. This test involves bipolar items. The objective of testing is attempting to differentiate between
the linear dimension of a high activity or motivation level and a low activity or rather motivation level.
The method is suitable for process testing when change in subjective mood should be measured. Four
mood factors are measured: vitality, intra-emotional balance, extraversion, and vigilance.
3.3

Relevant empirical pre-study tests

As part of the research on "Effects of space atmosphere in various landscape locations" two tests
were conducted in which six participants of a university lecture were repeatedly measured with the
help of a high precision ECG – HeartMan - in Türkenschanzpark, a park in Vienna, and on
Zirbitzkogel, a mountain in Styria, Austria. After a brief tune-in or calming phase the phase of
perception: remaining still in one position at the respective location, lasted for 10 minutes. In order to
minimise potential measurement errors each location was generally tested four times – balanced
measuring repetition. The effort was made to keep external physical environmental impact of testing
conditions as similar as possible and record these conditions meticulously.
intra-individual z values; locations with specific tree types, space qualities; specific value (p); RSA, QPR, HR
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The aim of the herein explicitly presented psycho-physiological measurements in the vicinity of the
Krimmler Waterfalls in Salzburg, Austria was to replicate the results of the pre-study tests or rather
was evaluating physiological and psychological effects of various, non-visible 'space atmospheres' on
humans.

1. Results of a variation analysis for measurement repetitions: value heart rate (indicator for the heart frequency) / value logRSA
(indicator for the vagus tone; relaxation) / value QPR (Pulse Respiration Quotient; coordinating value).
2. Location 1-3 relates to the researched places in Türkenschanzpark, Vienna; location 4-5 are places on Zirbitzkogel, Styria.
The locations were chosen regarding theoretic and empiric considerations by Erwin Frohmann.
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Test Design and Implementation

Landscape is spatial diversity which forms differentiated space segments and landscape units.
Depending on landscape contour: form, color, space structure, flora, and a variety of landscaping
elements individualistic places with a distinct quality, atmosphere, and vitality evolve. These units –
holons – form an experience related wholeness and should thus be recorded as specific perception
episodes. With this in mind three different places close to the lower Krimmler Waterfalls were picked
according to spatial aesthetic and atmospheric aspects.
4.1

Landscape space studied
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This place is next to Krimmler Waterfalls and a
rockwall closes the area off in the background.
The place is formed by several small terraces
and is free of trees. In direction Krimmler Arche
(waterfall flow) the space features an openness
and is flooded with freshness.
The atmospheric quality of this landscape
segment is 'change and transformation'. In
Heraklit's sense of „panta rhei – everything is in a
state of flux“ this place is one of literally constant
flow of the waterfall closeby. No drop stays in the
same place, everything is moving. An information
which in its intrinsic vitality impacts this location
of testing and shapes the spatial atmosphere.
Next to the waterfall: „Vital water“ / Water

The rock landscape is located at the foot of a
rock moraine. The place is characterized by
dryness and motion. This location is open and
has a distinct inner dynamic which is expressed
by the whole contour of the landscape as well as
the assemblage of the rocks. The rocky terrain
further underscores a feeling of turbulence and
radiance.

Rock Landscape: „Motion and Activity“ / Rock

Close to the flow of the waterfall this place
possesses a grovelike quality with its sparse tree
population. The meadow slopes gently, sun and
light flood this space which due to its closeness
to the strong flow of the Krimmler Arche
accordingly possesses a unique sound.
This place atmospherically combines the
qualities of earth (gently curved ground) with
those of air (open tree growth structure). The
light of the sun and the sound of the water further
contribute to the nature of this space.

Copse on the river: „Quiet Grove“ / copse

o

3. Median physical conditions (water/rock/copse): temperature: 20.9/19.2/20.3 C; air humidity: 31.9/28.5/28.9 %RH; ambient
noise: 69.1/55.2/60.5 dB;
5

4.2

Test procedure and sample

The central aspect of the methodological set up was that the test persons repeatedly stood at the
three different locations for 10 minutes with their eyes closed and in contemplative quiet. While doing
so their heart rate variability was measured throughout with the HeartMan (HM).
location, HM, BBI; phase 0 -0; tuning-in; copse; water; copse; rock; copse; water; copse; rock; copse; close

Test persons were asked to focus inward during the contemplative phases and to register emotional
reactions triggered by the respective landscape and then note them down on the mood questionnaire
(BBI).
In practice the testing, which took place in the afternoon from 2 to 5 pm, consisted of twelve
standardised measuring units of 10 minutes each. This scheme as depicted above was repeated the
next day in reverse order. After a 'tuning-in' phase, the phases at the water, the rock, and the copse
follow. The mood was noted down at the end of each phase. 14 persons participated in the test (12
women/ 2 men) with a mean age of 29.8 years (age range: 21 – 48 years).
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Test results

The psycho-physiological measurements for the individual locations (rock, water, copse) were
obtained from the respective phases for each person. Consequently with the help of variation analyses
the statistical differences of the locations were tested. The physiological values (HRV) show
significantly varying effects in relation to the different space qualities, i.e. locations. As a means of
4
illustration the results of the heart rate and the logRSA measurements are depicted via boxplots .
heart rate (bpm); activation; general mean value; rock, water, copse; logRSA r-r (ms); relaxation; rock, water, copse;

The heart rate in the three locations is significantly different. It can be seen that test persons were
more stimulated at the 'water' location or rather that a mean value showed a higher heart frequency by
four heart beats. The logRSA parameter, which is attributed to the vagus nerve and thus relates the
extent of relaxation, shows a similarly significant impact. In the copse the strongest vegetative
relaxation of the test persons can be observed. When coordinating pulse and respiration (QPR) our
control sample showed no disproportionate differences among the chosen locations.

4. A boxplot is a means of graphically depicting information which combines several measures of the main tendency, dispersion,
and skewness in one diagram. The box is the rectangle marked by the quartiles – it contains 50% of the obtained data. The
black horizontal line dividing the box represents the mean or central value and determines a border between two (equally large)
halves.
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Equally as with the HRV specific values differences can be observed in the subjective perception,
the mood, in relation to the varying space qualities.

calming, activation; subjective activation; general mean value; rock,
water, copse

low, high; vitality; general mean value; rock, water, copse

The three locations vary significantly in their subjective activation or rather perceived vitality quality.
Test persons felt more activated and vital at the 'water' location than at the other two locations. When
focused on the subjective perception a basic difference between the locations can be observed. Test
persons feel a stronger introversion in the copse.
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Conclusion

The study's results show the calming and enhancing effect of varying landscapes on the human
organism. The methodological approach was to encounter specifically selected spaces in a
contemplative manner: with eyes shut and standing still. The physical and psychological reactions
prove that outer space will reflect as an atmosphere perceived internally and thus influence the state
of a person. Taking this contemplative approach to space plays a significant role. The space close to
the waterfall with its rhythm acts as a place of change and enhancement on the circulatory system of a
person. Accordingly, the atmospherically quiet and harmonious structure of a grove like copse leads to
a reduced heart rate.
In this way landscapes act as therapeutic spaces which connect personal experience with landscape
experience. Varying perceptions of space such as feeling calmness can be activated consciously by
seeking out specific spaces. The rhythmical, emotional and mental interplay of space and human is
experienced in contemplation and has its physical impact on the body.
When evaluating space atmospheric impact we are dealing with fundamental research and in
combination with the named methods we are treading new ground. The presented study's significant
findings confirm the relevance of landscapes' therapeutic potential. In addition to this scientific
recognition this outcome is relevant in practice when addressing landscape planning and landscape
architectural issues (quality of form, selection of location, etc.). Moreover, when evaluating the quality
of a location for therapeutical institutions, e.g. hospitals, rehabilitation centers and also in the area of
tourism and recreation – experiencing landscape and space. Results which in regard to the
interdependence of wellbeing, health, and landscape will lead to follow-up research which promises to
be inspiring.
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